
Dynamic tessellations based on regular hexagons and their transformations 

Let us illustrate the idea of dynamic tessellations by transforming a hexagon tile in a 

tessellation tile of a new shape. We construct the regular hexagon ABCDEF as a partial case 

of the polygon tool, select a point G on its sideAB and point M from its inside.We will 

transform the hexagon by cutting out the triangle GBM and gluing it to a neighboring side, 

e.g. BC (Fig.1). We are using BC with the idea of making the common vertex B as a center of 

rotation.   

We then construct the images of G and M under rotation with a center B and angle of 120 , 

connect them and get a newly shaped tessellation tile. 

 
Fig.1 Transforming a regular hexagon in a newly shaped tessellation tile. 

 

Now we could tessellate the plane with this tile by means of the same rotation, and then ─ by 

translation (Fig. 2): 

 
Fig. 2Tessellating the plane with the new tile by means of rotation and translation 

 

We have hidden some of the point and/or their names for convenience. We could use other 

ways for connecting the tiles but it is sufficient to move only G and M to modify the 

tessellation. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Modifying the tessellations by moving two points only. 



The tessellations in Fig. 3 are a result of moving the point G and M by hand. We could 

animate the construction automatically by constructing sliders for the movement of G and M.  

The point G is the intersection point of the segment AB and the circle with a center A and 

radius r (a variable). To assure the existence of the point G, the upper limit of r is chosen to 

be close to (less than) the length of AB. 

The point M will also lie on a preliminary constructed object, dependent on variables. In our 

case M is an intersection point of the circle with a center H (the center of the regular 

hexagon) and radius k (a variable), and the second ray of the angle with a vertex H, a measure 

 (a variable), and a fixed first ray (all the variables are represented by the sliders in Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig.4 Organizing the animation of the tessellation. 

What is left is to hide the auxiliary elements and to run the sliders in animation mode. 

These are just a few of the possible ways to create a newly shaped tile by transforming a 

regular hexagon, to tessellate the plane with it, and to animate the tessellations. But even they 

give an idea how the topic of dynamic tessellations could be used in support of the inquiry-

based learning of mathematics and arts. 

Let us remind that creating tile shapes was almost an obsession with the great Dutch artist 

Escher – he would begin with a simple tile (often a polygon)  that he knew would tessellate 

the plane, then painstakingly coax the boundary into a recognizable shape. More formally, the 

tessellation of the plane in the style of Escher (known also as Escherization) could be 

formulated as follows:  

The Escherization problem:  Given a shape S, find a new shape T such that:  

7 T is as close as possible to S; and  

8 Copies of T fit together to form a tiling of the plane.  
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Notes: 
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 In order to work with the dynamic files you need java. 

 You could download the above  dynamic files as GG files at 

http://www.math.bas.bg/omi/cabinet/index.php?appletid=25 

 To use them you should have Geogebra installed, e.g. from the address 

http://www.geogebra.org/cms/bg/ 
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